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Seeing cherry blossoms at High park 

Finally the long winter in Toronto now is over and spring is here.
Every spring people flock to High Park to see the cherry blossoms.
We brought our students to see the trees blooming. There were many
students who joined this activity and they were so excited to see them
because some of them have never seen cherry blossoms! When we
arrived at High Park, students started taking lots of picture in front of
them. The wonderful spring colour made us excited!

New students arrived on May 24 (Tue)! We went to Eaton Centre,
City Hall and around SGIC. They were excited to see the
atmosphere in Toronto and had great time meeting other
students who were also here for the first time.
We hope you will all have a really good experience at SGIC with us
and your friends from now on! 
Let's have awesome memories together!!!!

SGIC gave its welcome party to a new group of students from
different parts of the world this past Friday afternoon, at Madison
Bar, located close to Spadina Station. 
The party started around 3 o’clock at a popular bar in Toronto, with
our cheerful new and current students. We were lucky that we were
able to enjoy the outdoor patio. The students spent most of the
afternoon sharing experiences, getting to know each other, and
practicing English enthusiastically. 
It was one of the student's birthday and his classmate prepared a gift.
We sang a song for him and celebrated together!
The party ended late at night, and it was a full house, with our jolly
group of students and staff from the school. It was a culminating and
a fun day, after an extensive full English week of studies.

Welcome party at Madison
Graduation day and Student Awards

One of our favourite day but also a sad day is graduation day.
The reason why it is our favorite day is because all students praise
each other when someone is graduating or chosen to as the best of
student. This atmosphere is very enjoyable. But at same time it is
sad because it is the time for the student to say goodbye to other
students who close each other.

But everybody has own goal and future. SGIC staff all wish you all
your best and   please do not forget the time when you spend at
SGIC!
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Mio Kamei from Japan (ESL Level 6)

Luis Esteban Zuluaga from Colombia (ESL Level 6)

What do you like about SGIC?
We can make friends easily not only in the same class but also people in other classes. 
We can talk with them during lunch and break time because SGIC is cozy school.

What do you consider to be the most valuable part of Level 6?
Sometimes we talked about social issues in own countries. It was good to study English and
really valuable time to know about other country's issues. I can also find their good points.
And my teacher, Jemma, always says that we should use the Level 6 grammar in writing test
and presentation. I've learned some difficult grammars and tried to use them to practice. It
helped me memorizing faster and gradually. I was getting be able to use new grammars in
everyday conversation.
I would like to recommend this course! At first I felt difficult to study but I could increase my
knowledge of grammar and use them practically. I had a lot of chance to speak and my
teacher always pointed out my mistakes. She always helped us improving our English skills!

What is the top reason for choosing to study at SGIC?
It is the great location of the school which is in middle of downtown. In that order, I can
put in practice what I learn in class every week in the surrounding areas, such as coffees,
supermarkets, or any other place I can practice the language. 
Besides the location of the school, our student emphasizes the friendly environment,
and nice teachers I was around at SGIC. 

What do you like about SGIC?
I've been learning and improving my English skills with the writing test, which in my
personal experience, is the fastest way to learn how to write properly in the Anglo-Saxon
language. 

What did you like about your course (SSP)?
I took SSP course and it was great course. I really like the environment,
teacher and friends. I extended the course to take IELTS from next session
to prepare for going to college and meet new people as well.
I very recommended the SGIC to study any course that you looking for. Is a
very nice place to  improve  your English skills. The experience to study in
another country is very nice and important to improve your life experience. 
I really appreciate all help that we receive from workers in SGIC but in
special to Brazilian marketers, Dimas and Camila, that help a lot me and my
sister in everything that we needed. Thank you 

Vitor Hugo Lopes from Brazil (SSP)


